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Beer Sommelier
Sofie
Vanrafelghem:
"For this elegant
and very blonde
beer, time is the
final ingredient.
After the main
fermentation, the
beer is aged for a few weeks on lightlyroasted American oak. This is immediately
noticeable due to the delicious vanilla and
toffee accents, which perfectly complement
the fruity and full-bodied flavour merging
into the warm and heady aftertaste."

“

Joachim
Boudens, Host
and sommelier,
Restaurant
Hertog Jan: "In
Hertog Jan, I really
enjoy serving
Cornet from Palm
Belgian Craft
Brewers. This blonde beer is very fullbodied, and the aftertaste is characterised
by a lovely bitterness, a subtle hint of wood
and a characteristic taste of malt. Due to the
thick layer of foam, Cornet has a creamy look
about it, which makes it the ideal partner for
the assortment of cheeses we offer. Cheers!"

“

Chef at ‘t Zilte,
Viki Geunes: "In
terms of taste,
Cornet is very
reminiscent of
a full-bodied,
white wine from
the Bourgogne.
The beer is
therefore appropriate in various settings.
It can be served in a beautiful glass as an
apéritif or during the dinner or afterwards.
The presence and excellent balance of the
various aromas demonstrates the progress
being made in brewing these types of beers."

CORNET A new beer

with a long and rich history
Holywood

C

ornet is a full-bodied, topfermentation, blonde beer
(8.5° vol/alc) refermented in
the bottle. It's characterised by
a full, warm taste and a unique vanilla undertone achieved by adding oak
shavings during the brewing process.
The beer is named after Theodoor
Cornet, innholder and brewer at the
De Hoorn pub in Steenhuffel. In the
17th century, he brewed a beer for the
Count of Maldeghem-Steenhuffel that
was stored in oak casks in the cellar of
Diepensteyn Castle. This bit of history
inspired the present-day brewers and
the wood master to once again brew a
beer via a process using oak as a flavouring agent and ingredient.

The Cornet
brewing process
The brewing and maturation process for
Cornet lasts 7 weeks.
• After the brewing process, the beer is
allowed to ferment for 1 week in the
fermentation tanks.
• After fermentation, a "warm
maturation" follows in oak for 1
week. During this phase, the toasted
American oak shavings are added.
Since this wood is fresh, extra aromas
are released.
• After 3 weeks of lagering at -1°C, the
beer is bottled.
• After being bottled, the beer goes
through 2 weeks of refermentation in
the bottle.

The type of wood as well as the amount
used is important for the taste. But the
toasting process, whereby the wood is
exposed to fire, also helps determine the
final taste. In contrast to the process whereby beer is matured in wooden casks or
larger foeders, where the wooden casks
allow for lactic acid fermentation to
take place in the beer, the wood used for
brewing Cornet serves an entirely different purpose.

Quality control at every stage of brewing
and maturing guarantees consistent quality. However, it is up to our brewers' taste
buds to decide when the beer has reached
its specific flavour thanks to the oak shavings. That is an art in itself.
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Wood: a prime source
of flavour for the brewer

Holywood

R

odenbach is the refreshing Flemish Red Brown Sour Ale of mixed
fermentation. It's a completely
different type than Lambic and
has a higher concentration of volatile acids. The foeders with this beer are not
horizontal but are positioned vertically at
an angle to ensure that a layer of oxygen is
present on top. A thin layer of microorganisms then develops on the surface of the
beer, which is essential for the characteristic Rodenbach acidity. By mixing younger beer with older beer that has matured
for 24 months in oak foeders, the somewhat excessive level of acidity is lowered
and the result is a stable beer.

Rudi Ghequire, brewmaster at Rodenbach: "Achieving the right acidity is also a
preservation method, comparable to the
process used for olives or pickles. But as
soon as you have acids in your beer, you
have to be careful not to add too much
bitterness. That's why we use hop but in
such small quantities that it's just below
the tasting limit. The hop is present and
makes the beer easier to drink, but you
don't really taste it. That's why we prefer
to work with toasted grains that provide a
softer taste. The yeast strains in our beer
are wild ones which at first produce or-

ganic acids and then a more fruity taste.
The lengthy period of maturation gives
the beer a complex and agreeable flavour,
with an undertone of old wood but not the
taste of young wood."

Rodenbach à la carte

•	
Rodenbach: a blend of ¾ young beer
and ¼ beer matured for 2 years on oak.
• Rodenbach Rosso: a fruit beer based
on old, matured as well as young
Rodenbach macerated with fresh sour
cherries, raspberries, and cranberries.

• Rodenbach Vintage: the unique result
of ongoing selection by the Rodenbach
brewmasters, coming from the foeder
that has provided the best beer after
2 years of maturation. In other words,
the best foeder of the year.

“Rodenbach, the most refreshing beer

in the world !” author M. Jackson

• Rodenbach Grand Cru: a blend of 1/3
young beer and 2/3 beer matured for 2
years on oak.

What is a foeder?

It's a big wooden cask with a capacity of
up to 65000 litres. Foeders are used only
in Belgium, for example by Boon and by
Rodenbach. Brouwerij Rodenbach still employs two coopers who make the foeders
themselves in their workshop.

“

Hop, gruut, yeast, malt, and even the water used during the brewing process are

We add oak
shavings to achieve
a full-bodied, warm
flavour with unique
hints of vanilla.”

just some of the factors that determine the final taste and flavour of the beer. Some
beers also owe their deep and aromatic taste to the wooden casks in which they are
matured or to the wood shavings added during the brewing process. At Rodenbach,
Lambiek van Boon, and Cornet, they appreciate and understand the fantastic
influence that wood can have on their beers.

A

t Brouwerij Boon, the Lambic, a
spontaneous fermentation beer,
ripens in 250 litre oak casks, the
so-called “pipes” and in much
bigger oak casks called “foeders”. Lambic
serves as the basis for various beers such
as Geuze and Kriek.

Frank Boon: "Wild yeast strains need oxygen to grow, but if they get too much oxygen, the beer becomes oxidised and that's
not good for the taste. At our facility, the
yeast cells obtain the small amount of oxygen that they need from the porous oak
of which the foeders are made and not
from the air outside the casks. We work
with very large, horizontal foeders with
wall thicknesses of between 4 and 10 cm.
This ensures that the maturation process
can proceed for the necessary length of
time. With smaller casks, this would not
work out as well, since the beer would
probably oxidise first unless the wood
was so thick that no oxygen at all could
penetrate. After years of maturing, the
only yeast left are the ones that survive
the longest, and these give our Lambic its
characteristic taste. These yeast continue
to grow and are able to convert some of
the cellulose in the wood into sugars. No
other yeast strains are capable of doing
this, except the ones we use. Our oldest
cask dates from 1883, and it's still looking
very good. Sometimes, the yeast cells in
the older casks actually mutate, and this
can result in a very fine and subtle taste.
So these yeast are crucial for us, as they
give the beers a background structure or
"fond" as the French say. Of course, we
also use new casks to add a bit of oak flavour to the beer. This becomes noticeable
in the end product as a light vanilla or
whiskey flavour and, in some cases, as a
slightly smoky undertone. But we have to
be careful with using new casks, as they
can make the beer bitter. In combination
with the bitterness of the hop, that would
no longer taste good."

• Rodenbach Caractère Rouge: this
beer was matured for two years in
oak foeders and then macerated for 6
months with cranberries, sour cherries,
and raspberries. This is a co-creation
with top chef Viki Geunes (’t Zilte**).

A

new beer by the name of Cornet
In 2014, the De Hoorn microbrewery created the Cornet, a
full-bodied, blonde beer with a
subtle woody flavour.

Wood master Jan De Cock: "At Rodenbach,
the beer matures in large oak casks, called
foeders, just like wine. In creating Cornet,
our aim was to come up with a new taste
sensation. We were searching for the pure
taste of young wood. First, we started experimenting with all kinds of wood, including French and American oak. French
oak has a very closed structure, whereas
American oak is more porous so that it
more easily releases its flavour to the
beer. French oak also releases much more
tannins. That's why we ended up choosing
American oak.

The oak is lightly toasted, imparting a subtle hint of vanilla to the beer. Our primary
aim was to brew a beer that always had
the same subtle taste of wood. That's also
why we don't let Cornet mature in wooden
casks but add fresh oak shavings instead.


�

The story of an exceptional beer

Everyone loves Cornet

B

art De Baets has been managing De Gouden Leeuw in
Maldegem for 23 years now. It
is a cosy, traditional pub that
dates back to the 18th Century, when it
was a pub where travellers could also
keep their horses. De Baets came into
contact with Jan Toye, the present manager of Palm Belgian Craft Brewers, in
a rather peculiar fashion. He is very
proud of the fact that Cornet, one of the
newest showpieces of Palm, is also intended as a tribute to the counts who
once lived in his village of Maldegem.

De Baets: "I still remember quite clearly
how Alfred Van Roy, Jan Toyes' predecessor, once said that he brewed beer not
only for consumers, but also for pub and
restaurant managers. He also thought it
was important for us to be able to earn a
living in that way. Of course, if you manage a pub yourself, that's music to your

ears, and I always thought quite highly
of him. So when Van Roy passed away, it
really affected me. I telephoned the Palm
offices to ask when the funeral would take
place, and of course I went. When the day
came, I was standing in Steenhuffel, looking at the funeral procession, when, to my
amazement, I saw somebody I've known
for a long time stepping out of one of the
cars: the printer from Maldegem. A few
days later, I asked him how he came to be
so close to the Van Roy family. Apparently,
he was connected to the Roman brewery
and therefore also to Palm."

The Counts of Maldegem

"When the printer himself passed away
five years ago, Jan Toye attended the funeral in Maldegem. After the service, he
passed by the market square and went
looking for a pub. I recognised him and
called him into De Gouden Leeuw. It turned

into a fantastic afternoon, and we talked
for hours. Mr Toye knows everything
there is to know about the history of our
region and was able to immediately identify the link between Diepensteyn of Palm
and our village of Maldegem. Before Alfred van Roy purchased the Diepensteyn
area in 1988, it had been in the possession
of the heirs to the Counts of Maldegem for
a long time. I had no idea there was any
such connection, but found it very intriguing. Mr Toye promised us that afternoon
that he would invite the mayor and alderman of Maldegem together with me for
a visit to Diepensteyn Castle. And that is
exactly what happened a few months later. We were given a royal reception. Mr
Toye not only treated us to a ride in the
coach to view the beautiful area, but also
to a fantastic meal with all the trimmings.
That whole evening, we talked about the
history of our region and, of course, about
beer. It was an unforgettable experience."

The subtle aroma of oak
"In the summer of 2014, I read in the paper that Palm was going to launch a new
beer: Cornet, as a tribute to the beer that
had been brewed in the past by the Count
of Maldegem. I immediately contacted the
brewery, as I was very keen on being the
first in the region to offer it to my clients. I
was given that option, and since then, Cornet has been hugely successful here. My
clients love it, and I also drink it every day
myself. Two Cornets to start the evening
is perfect. It's a fantastic, thirst-quenching
and delicious beer, with a beautiful head.
Personally, I also like the distinctly bitter,
hoppy taste and the subtle aroma of oak. It
fits in perfectly with the ambience of our
pub, where all the furniture is also made
of wood."
www.cornetbeer.be
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The rich taste history of
Brugge Tripel

˝̋Gruten ̋ from Bruges!
Nowadays, hop is an essential flavour ingredient in the world of beer. But things
were different during the Middle Ages. In those days, brewers in Bruges used
"gruut": a mixture of herbs. Brugge Tripel continues this centuries-old
brewing tradition.

G

ruut is a mixture of dried herbs
that give a unique flavour to beer.
In the Middle Ages, this mixture
included gale, sage, coriander,
chervil, and juniper berries. Nowadays,
"gruut" is more of a generic term used for
various herbal mixtures that differ from
beer to beer. Similar to the use of a bouquet garni added to broth, a mixture of
selected herbs can be used to enhance the
flavour of beer.
But why is gruut not as well-known as hop
nowadays? Rudi Ghequire from Brouwerij Rodenbach is a leading beer historian.
He explains why gruut was gradually replaced by hop in the Middle Ages.

Stimulating or calming?

"One of the many ingredients in gruut was
wormwood, a herb that was also used
for the hallucinogenic drink known as
absinthe. Wormwood has a stimulating
effect, an effect which was not greatly appreciated during the Holy Roman Empire.

Hop, on the other hand, had an opposite
and calming effect, due to its being a
member of the hennep family. The church
didn't want people to get excited, so hop
was preferred." Nowadays, beers made
with gruut are still distinguished from
those made with hop, but Rudi Ghequire
adds that it's not all black-and-white. "In
fact, hop is also a herb of course. A beer
will never consist for 100% of gruut. The
brewer generally adds a bit of hop as well
as, as it enhances the stability of the foam."
Brugge Tripel is actually a gruut beer to
which some hop is also added. This gives
you the best of both worlds. The bitter
hop provides a stable head of foam, has an
antibacterial effect, and adds a herbal undertone of citrus to the beer. Gruut is less
bitter than hop and provides a unique and
aromatic base.

Beer tax

As herb master, Koen Van Nieuwenborghe
is closely involved in the Brugge Trippel

made by the De Gouden Boom brewery
and is of course familiar with its fascinating origin. "During the Middle Ages, it
wasn't safe to drink water as it was often
contaminated with all kinds of diseases.
The founder of the Van Oudenburg Abby,
Arnoldus van Tiegem, wanted to protect
the faithful and taught them to drink beer
instead of water. So it was no surprise that
almost every family ended up brewing its
own beer. But whoever wanted to brew
beer in Bruges in the Middle Ages was required to use gruut. And to obtain this ingredient, you had to go to the "Gruuthuse",
the spices and herbs shop. The buyer had
to pay tax, the so-called gruut rights, on
the gruut purchased. In Bruges, the Gruuthuse family owned the house where the
gruut was stored, so they acquired the
monopoly for collecting the taxes. The last
surviving male member of the Gruuthuse
family died in the 15th century and with it
the family name as well, but "gruut" continued to survive in the world of beer.”

Brugge Tripel: a beer in motion
In 2015, the De Gouden Boom brewery took a trip into the past. The herb master entered
into a joint venture with the local pub and restaurant owners to brew four seasonal Brugge
Tripel beers based on historically authentic gruut, exclusively for the city of Bruges. This
resulted in the Brugge Tripel Seasonal gruut beers. Together with a panel of pub and restaurant owners as well as beer specialists from Bruges, four beers made with gruut were
proposed each season. After an extensive tasting session, one of the four beers was chosen
as the winner for that season. That beer was then brewed in a limited number of casks and
marketed only in Bruges. The most recent Brugge Tripel Seasonal gruut beer was aromatised with lemon, verbena, and ginger. In June 2016, the fifth tasting session will take place.

Koen Van Nieuwenborgh: "We're still searching for the ultimate version of seasonal gruut
beer. And we've already been experimenting for one and a half years with this creative brewing process. In the near future, all these versions will have a climax in the Brugge Tripel Prestige. So all the tasting sessions of the seasonal gruut beers held until now should lead to that
one final version, a new beer that we look forward to launching on the market."

“Every tasting session with our Bruges-based
panel of testers ends with a BRUGGE Tripel
Prestige: a tasty finish indeed.”

Greetings from
the garden
At the Footstep 'De Kruiderie' herb garden in Bruges, 200 different species of
herbs and spices are grown outdoors as
well as in greenhouses, in strict compliance with organic farming methods. Not
all of these herbs are edible. Some of them
only have a medicinal use. For example,
the belladonna grown here is the only effective remedy for strychnine poisoning.
There is also a fragrant collection of edible
flowers, including eucalyptus, hyssop, burnet, sage, and olive herb. There's always a
coming and going of chefs - still in uniform
- who come here to pick the finest edible
flowers and aromatic herbs and spices. Of
course, this also the spot where the herb
master comes to find inspiration for the
Brugge Tripel Seasonal gruut. Gruut is a
varying mixture of herbs and spices such
as bay leaf, liquorice plant, sweet chervil,
wild juniper berries and much more.

Thirsty?

You can taste the Brugge Tripel
Seasonal gruut beer at the
following locations
• Brugs Beertje
Kemelstraat 5, Bruges
• Le Trappiste
Kuiperstraat 33, Bruges
• Café Marcel
Niklaas Desparsstraat 7, Bruges
• Druid’s Cellar
Sint Amandsstraat 13, Bruges
• Brugs Bier Museum
Breidelstraat 3, Bruges
• De Vetten Os
Hauwerstraat 5, Bruges
• De Republiek
Sint Jacobsstraat 36A, Bruges
• De Zandloper
’t Zand 33, Bruges
• De Cambrinus
Philip Stockstraat 17, Bruges
• Charlie Rockets
Hoogstraat 19, Bruges
Taste our know-how wisely
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Arthur’s Legacy

“If I'm successful, the

“Brewing beer is a

consumer likes the beer

natural process in which
nature is the boss.”

but can't put his finger on
what exactly went into it.”

The Hop Master

Microbrewery De Hoorn is the "playground" of the four taste masters of Palm
Belgian Craft Brewers. The fruit master, hop master, herb master, and wood
master all have the opportunity here to experiment to their heart's content

with ingredients that might seem a bit odd at first sight. Each year, after an
extensive series of taste trials and experiments, several limited edition beers
are marketed under the name Arthur's Legacy. This is one of the ways in which
the brewery responds to the growing demand for new beers from consumers
looking to discover new tastes.

Who the f is
Arthur?!
***

Who was Arthur?

T

he beers brewed under the name Arthur's legacy are named after Arthur van
Roy, the great-uncle of the present brewer and owner of Palm, Jan Toye. At
the beginning of the 20th century, Van Roy left the family brewery in Wieze
for Steenhuffel. There he married Henriette De Mesmaecker, and together
they took over the De Hoorn family brewery. Arthur was a visionary, a brewer who
stubbornly continued to believe in the success of top-fermented beers. Based on his
ideas and vision, the present generation of taste masters at De Hoorn work together
in the renovated brewery village to develop eight limited edition beers each year,
which are always marketed in small numbers.

Arthur Van Roy's timeline

1870:
1908:
1913:
1914:
1915:
1929:

1945:
1947:
1952:

Arthur Van Roy is born in Wieze into a family of Belgian brewers (Het Anker).
marries Henriette De Mesmaecker, daughter of the last male manager of
the De Hoorn brewery. Arthur moves with his wife to Steenhuffel and starts
developing the brewery on an industrial scale.
son Alfred, who will succeed his father later on, is born.
the brewery is completely destroyed during an attack by the German army.
Arthur starts rebuilding the brewery and makes it bigger than before. His
wife dies in that same year.
until this year, Arthur brewed top-fermentation beers under the name
Steenhuffel beer. Now he launches "Speciale Palm", referring to the type of
beer known as "speciale Belge ale". For him, the name Palm symbolised the
success of the top-fermentation beers.
during World War II, the brewery remained intact. However, due to a lack
of other ingredients, a "war beer" was brewed with alternative ingredients
including sugar beets.
Palm grows exponentially, and various beers appear that have now disappeared: Palm Pilsner, Edel Export, Dort, Palm Alt, Dobbel Palm and the
low-alcohol Palm Malzenbier. Only Dobbel Palm has survived.
Arthur passes away, and his son Alfred takes over.

“We hit on the
idea of pear beer
when Russia

“I think a beer with

started boycotting
our pears.”

the aroma of sauvignon

The Fruit Master

would be an interesting

ilip Sneppe: "I'm responsible for product development
at Rodenbach, so it's no accident that I'm the one who
became the fruit master. The brewery here already had a tradition
of making fruit beers, such as the
Rodenbach Caractère Rouge. The
newest Arthur’s Legacy is named
Belle Hélène, a beer based on pears.
We came up with that idea when
Russia started boycotting our pears.
The method involves adding pear
juice at the end of the brewing process. After various taste trials, we
liked the beer but thought there was
something still missing. The herb
master then suggested adding a hint
of cinnamon to the beer. It turned
out to be a real winner! Another
fruit beer that we're thinking about
for the near future is one with sea
buckthorn berries. I live near the sea
myself and really love the acidity of
these berries. They could serve as an
ideal basis for a new fruit beer. They
definitely have the right acidity as
well as an interesting orange colour.
But now we're still in the development phase. I'm also thinking about
a beer with prunes. That would be
perfect for celebrating the festivals
marking the end of the year."

proposition for the
summer.”

F

The Herb Master

K

oen Van Nieuwenborgh: "Once
you start learning about spices
and herbs, a whole new world
opens up for you. For the beers
that we create for Arthur's Legacy, the sky
is the limit. We work together very closely
with the Footstep herb and spice garden in
Bruges. It's a really fine company where individuals who are more vulnerable in society are given the opportunity to gain some
work experience and reintegrate. It's an
inspiring environment where a great many
chefs also come to pick their own herbs
and edible flowers. I learn something new
on each visit, for example how fennel seed
imparts a very subtle aniseed flavour or
how refreshing the leaves of the liquorice
plant can be. Walking around their grounds
and looking at the variety of herbs growing
and flowering, there is the perfect way to
find inspiration and come up with new ideas. I think the interplay and cross-fertilisation taking place between the four taste
masters is really fantastic. It's fascinating
to develop something new together, such
as a very hoppy beer with a spicy touch or a
rather fruity beer with a herbal undertone.
For the Belle Hélène, it's that touch of cinnamon. We also tried working with juniper
berries but that was not quite as successful. But that is actually one of my favourites, in addition to coriander. Of course, it's
important to ensure that the beer remains
balanced. Nothing should dominate. If I'm
successful, the consumer likes the beer but
can't put his finger on what exactly went
into it. The beer is then completely and
harmoniously balanced."

V

alerie Theuwis: “The
most hoppy Arthur's Legacy was Jack The R.ipa. This
is a small play on words,
with the R standing for "Red" and
IPA for "Indian Pale Ale", which is
a Pale Ale type of beer. I think it's
really great that, as taste masters,
we have so much freedom, especially because I can go looking for
new hop varieties or varieties that
are no longer in use. For Palm, we
generally use two varieties of hop,
bitter hop and aroma hop. In the

The Wood Master

J

an De Cock: “We've created only two
Arthur's Legacy beers with a distinctly woody flavour. The first was a beer
"Inspired by Viki Geunes" - a blonde
beer that we created together with Viki
and that is served only in ‘t Zilte. And we
also made the Happy Sylvester, a joyous
end-of-year beer based on pine needles. At
present, we're experimenting with bourbon barrels for a Porter, as well as with
other species of wood such as chestnut
and acacia. In future, I would like to combine wood with the Nelson Sauvin hop variety, which has a rather specific sauvignon
aroma as in wine. I think it would make for
an interesting summer beer, especially in
combination with the tannins in French
oak. But it always needs to be balanced.
The main risk of using wood is that the
beer becomes too bitter. You should never
exaggerate, as tannins can make your beer
too dry. The woody taste should never be
too obvious in beer but rather a subtle undertone. You should actually notice it only
if you leave out the wood.”

US, Germany, New Zealand, and
Australia, different hop varieties
are now being crossed with each
other, often for a citrus accent. For
Arthur's Legacy, I'm now looking for
a hop variety with a mint flavour. I
thought the Polaris hop was what
I'd been looking for, but the taste I
wanted didn't end up in the beer. So
I'm still searching. It can be frustrating when the hop doesn't behave
the way you want, but that's what
makes it's so fascinating. Brewing
beer is a natural process in which
nature is always the boss, even
though we, as humans, sometimes
try to force the issue.”
facebook.com/arthurslegacybeers

�

Arthur’s Legacy: the list
WHITE WIDOW 7,1% vol/alc, created by the Herb Master
BELLE HÉLÈNE 7% vol/alc, created by the Fruit Master
CHOCOLATE CHRISTINE 7,5% vol/alc, created by the Brewmaster
SMOKEY PEAT 6,9% vol/alc, created by the Brewmaster
HAPPY SYLVESTER 9% vol/alc, created by the Wood Master
JACK THE R.IPA 8% vol/alc, created by the Hop Master
SAISSON D’HENRIETTE 5,8% vol/alc, created by the Hop Master
THE BRAVE 8% vol/alc, created by the Wood Master
HOP(E)LESS GINNY 8,7% vol/alc, created by the Herb Master
CREATED BY VIKI GEUNES 7,5% vol/alc, created in collaboration between

Viki Geunes, the Herb Master and the Wood Master

Taste our know-how wisely
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Do the
hop

WANT TO PICK
HOPS WITH US?

HOPPLUK
28/8/2016

On Sunday 28 August, everybody will have the
chance to come and pick hops for PALM Hop

Since 2011, Brouwerij PALM has had its own hop field, where 800 hop plants

Select. If you wish to take part, all you have to do

flower each summer, good for a total production of about 3000 vines.

is register via: www.palmhopselect.be. All pickers

On 28 August, they are harvested with the help of consumers at the

are in for a special treat, as the brewery will be

Palm Hop Select Hop Festival.

providing food and drink.

If you do not wish to pick hops, you are still welcome to come by. Enjoy the food truck festival, take a bike ride or go for a stroll. Why not
visit the PALM and HOORN brewing rooms and be sure not to miss the
Diepensteyn stud farm, which is where the PALM dray horses live.
All hop pickers will receive an invitation to the PALM Hop Select brewing session in the autumn.
Programme: www.palmhopselect.be

Hopla!
→ Hop is one of the fastest-growing
plants in the world.
→ Hop is a plant from the hennep
family that most probably originated
in China.
→ We use only the female hop plants,
as these plants provide a solid head
of foam. English beers (without a
head of foam) are made using male
hop plants.
→ Lupulin grains from the hop cones are
used for brewing beer. Lupulin is the
bitter, yellow substance that makes it possible to store beer for longer periods of time
and gives it its characteristic taste. To obtain the lupulin, the hop cones are first dried
and shaken out, after which they are screened.
→ The type of beer for which the most hop is used is IPA (Indian Pale Ale). Of course,
beers that used to be transported to India by ship had to be stored for longer periods
of time, which is why increased amounts of hop were added.

B

ert Jambon is responsible for
the hop field. He takes care of
the plants and the harvest. This
timeline makes it clear how much
work is needed throughout the year to
make the project a success.

Bert Jambon: "Hop demands an unbelievable amount of attention and energy. It's
a plant that grows extremely quickly, up
to 20 cm per day. But you always have to
remain alert to ensure that nothing goes
wrong. so in springtime and summer, you
can find me out on the field every day.
The sight of all those cones hanging is a
well-deserved and beautiful reward for all
those months of hard work."

September

March

• Right after the harvest, a green manure
crop (yellow mustard) is planted on
the field. This crop then grows until the
frost comes and then dies.

• The remaining stalks of the yellow
mustard are then cut short and worked
into the soil.
• Small mounds of soil are created
around the plants.
• The soil is then fertilised with potassium
to ensure vigorous root growth.
• The annual maintenance liming follows
using 1,000 kg of lime. This improves
the acidity of the soil.

April

• Stable manure is then spread out
over the field. As stable manure also
contains lots of straw, it also improves
the structure of the soil. As a result, the
soil becomes better aerated, which is
important for the hop plant.
• The mounds of earth around the
plants are now made narrower.
• A quickly rotating cutting machine is
then used to remove all root branches
extending beyond 4 cm around
each plant.
• The hop plants start to grow.

May

• As soon as the hop plant reaches a
height of 5 cm, it is treated against
downy mildew, a fungal disease.
• Thin iron wires are then put in place up
to a height of 7 m to support the vines
as they grow upwards. The best three
vines are used from each plant; the rest
are removed.

June/July

• As soon as the plants reach a height of
50 cm, they are again treated against
downy mildew. This is repeated every
10 days until the harvest.
• The hop is inspected each day: is
growth still going well?
• The side branches are shortened
to 50 cm.
• Lower down, the stems are stripped up
to a height of 1.5 m. This is necessary in
order to prevent moisture and mould
problems.

August

• The soil between the plants must
be continually and properly
cared for, which means regular
weeding activities.
• The hop is now at its most beautiful:
up to a height of 8 m, with lovely cones
and a wealth of verdant foliage.
It's now ready to be harvested. Part of
the hop is picked by hand with the help
of consumers. The rest is harvested
by machine.

September

• The hop goes into the hot-air dryer for
drying at 60°C.
• The hop is processed into pellets,
after which it's ready for the
brewing process.

October

The unique taste of Palm Hop Select
Most beers are hopped twice, but Palm
Hop Select goes one step further. This beer
is hopped the first time in the cooking kettle, a second time at the end of the boiling
process, and finally a third time with Hallertau Mittelfrüh from our own hop field.
This last phase is called "dry hopping".
This is the icing on the cake, as it's what
gives Palm Hop Select the delicious hop
taste that makes it so unique. Discover for
yourself the zesty citrus/lemon fruitiness,
combined with spicy accents and a subtle
caramel undertone. The refermentation in
the bottle introduces just enough sparkling
in the beer and also extends its shelf life.

Taste our know-how wisely
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Streetfood
with beer

Foodpairing according
to Viki Geunes
Even a top chef sometimes finds it hard to resist a cool

Rodenbach Grand Cru
& lamb burger with
aubergine mayonnaise

foodtruck and the seductive aromas of ready-to-eat.
Viki Geunes shows us his favorite streetfood dishes
accompanied by an appropriate beer.

Beer as an ingredient
If you add beer to a dish, you can do so in two different ways.

1. Beer as an ingredient: add the beer a bit at a time until its taste is subtly
present but not overpowering. The bitterness of beer is intensified by boiling
down, so you should use it judiciously.

For 4 persons
• 200 g cream
• 100 g onion broth
• 150 g well ripened
Epoisse cheese
• 200 g Cornet
• 2 eggs, separated
• 200 g flour
• 1 teaspoon celery
salt
• 1 large Cevenne
onion

For 4 persons
• 1 aubergine
• 1 clove of garlic
• 2 anchovy fillets
• a few tablespoons of
mayonnaise
• 400 g of ground
lamb
• 100 g of ground pork
dewlap
• 2 tablespoons of
za’atar
• 1 egg yolk
• 3 tablespoons of
breadcrumbs
• 12 onion rings
(coated successively
with flour, beaten
eggs and panko)
• 4 hamburger buns
• 100 g of crumbled
feta

Cornet
& fried onion rings with
Epoisse fondue

Instructions

Instructions

Cut the aubergine in half lengthwise and spread the finely chopped garlic and anchovies
on one half. Press the other half against it and wrap it in aluminium foil. Bake for 1 hour in
an oven preheated to 220°C.

Heat the cream with the broth. Dissolve the Epoisse in this mixture and pour it through a
strainer. Save this for later.

Scrape out the flesh from the aubergine halves and mix well. Let it cool down. Mix with the
mayonnaise.
Mix the ground lamb with the dewlap, the za'atar, the egg yolk, and the breadcrumbs.
Shape four burgers from the mixture, and bake or grill them to a lovely pink colour. Fry the
coated onion rings to a beautiful golden-brown colour.

Make a batter with the Cornet, egg yolks, flour, celery salt, and beaten egg whites.

Cut the onion into rings half a centimetre thick and coat them with the batter. Fry the rings
golden brown at 180°C and let them drain on absorbent paper towels.
Serve with the warm Epoisse fondue.

Fill the buns with the burgers, onion rings, aubergine mayonnaise, and feta.

2. Beer for adding extra flavour: adding a dash of beer at the end of the boiling
process gives the dish – depending on the choice of beer – an extra sweet, sour,
fruity, spicy or bitter accent.

For 4 persons
• 2 kg pork ribs
• 4 tablespoons honey
• 1 tablespoon tomato
paste
• 6 tablespoons
barbecue sauce
• 1 tablespoon chili
sauce
• 1 tablespoon oyster
sauce
• 2 avocados
• 20 g fresh coriander
• 2 limes
• pepper
• salt
• green Tabasco
• a splash of olive oil
• 4 preserved jalapeno
peppers
• 100 g sour cream
• 8 tacos

For 4 persons
• 500 g cod fillet
• a few tablespoons
of flour
• a beaten egg
• 2 cups of
breadcrumbs
• 4 tablespoons
of mayonnaise
• 2 hard-boiled eggs
• a small bunch of
tarragon with the
leaves choped fine
• 2 chopped shallots
• pepper
• salt
• 1 head of lettuce
• a small bunch of flat
leaf parsley coarsely
chopped
• 4 tablespoons of
neutral cooking oil
• 1 tablespoon of
mustard
• 1 clove of finely
chopped garlic
• 1 tablespoon
of vinegar

Foodpairing with beer
Beer is also a perfect partner for serving with food. Whether sour, sweet, salty, bitter,
soft, dry, spicy or fruity: every dish and every beer has its own specific taste accents.
Depending upon your own preference, you can choose your own tactic:
• allowing the beer and food to contrast with each other;
• allowing the beer and food to complement (reinforce or supplement) each other;
• allowing the beer and food to harmonise with each other.

Beer & Foodpairing @ home
Would you like to try your hand at foodpairing? At the website of Palm Belgian Craft
Brewers, you can find a handy matrix that allows you to link 50 different dishes to
the most suitable beer. http://www.palm.be/en/page/foodpairing/matrix

Palm Hop Select
& Tacos with barbecued pork,
guacamole, & sour cream

Brugge Tripel & fried codfish
with fresh tartar sauce and
salad with mustard vinaigrette

Instructions

Instructions

Mix the pork ribs with the honey, tomato paste, barbecue sauce, chilli sauce, and oyster
sauce. Grill them slowly and at moderate heat on the barbecue. Then cut the meat from
the ribs.

Cut the cod into strips and coat the strips successively with the flour, the beaten egg, and
the breadcrumbs. Fry them golden-brown.

Make the guacamole. To do so, mash the avocado pulp with the lime juice, pepper, salt, and
a few drops of green Tabasco and a splash of olive oil.

Fill each taco with some guacamole, meat, jalapeno, sour cream, coriander, and lemon zest.

For the tartar sauce: mix the mayonnaise with the mashed eggs, the tarragon, and half of
the shallots. Season with salt and pepper.

For the mustard vinaigrette: mix the oil with the mustard, garlic, vinegar, pepper, and salt.
Mix the salad leaves with the flat leaf parsley and remaining shallots. Mix well with the
mustard vinaigrette and distribute over four plates. Place the fried cod on top, and serve
with the tartar sauce.
Taste our know-how wisely
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Lambic from… Lembeek!
Boon

The fascinating history of Brouwerij Boon goes back to the 17th century. The brewery only
got its current name in 1977, when René De Vits sold the brewery as lambic maturing cellars to Frank Boon. The Boon brewery is one of the few to use the turbid-wort method, the
oldest traditional method for brewing spontaneous-fermentation beers. For the lovers of
Geuze and Kriek, this is heaven on earth.
For more info: www.boon.be

The Beer Experience: discovering & tasting
Bruges Beer Museum

In this beer Museum, located on the Brugse Markt, you will explore the fascinating history
of Belgian beer with its unique fermentation processes and brewing methods. The focus
is on the history of beer in Bruges and the "gruur" (herbal mixture) story. This interactive
museum provides visitors with a unique sensory experience: you can see and smell the
various ingredients used to make beer, including malt, hops, gruut (herbal mixture), and
barley. Of course, you also have the opportunity to taste in more ways than one.
For more info: www.brugesbeermuseum.com

Beer stories in Bruges
Bruges BeerWalk

Diepensteyn Castle and stud farm, Steenhuffel

More
beer
please!

Beer tourism

Thank God we live in Flanders, where almost every
street corner has a welcoming pub where the best beers
in the world are waiting for you. That's something we
should cherish. After all, we could also be living in a
country famous for its cucumbers, onions and beetroots.
By the way, did you know that you can also enjoy
everything that beer has to offer outside your favourite
pub? Jump on your bicycle or get behind the wheel and
start exploring: visit a brewery or beer museum or go
on a fascinating beer tour.

Hoge Goesting (Top Fermentation)
Palm & De Hoorn, Steenhuffel

Go on a voyage of discovery in the brewery where top-fermentation beers have been brewed
for over 330 years. From the brewery room to the conditioning hall: it's a fantastic and very
sensory experience to experience the entire brewing process from close-up. You'll also have
the opportunity to visit the stud farm and perhaps even go for a ride on one of the famous
draught horses of Palm. In D’Oude Bottelarij, you can visit the shop and the museum, where
you can find out more about the history of the brewery, the famous family of brewers behind
the brewery, and the unique Belgian beer culture with its four different methods of fermentation. And you can enjoy lunch or dinner in the Brewery House or Diepensteyn Castle.
For more info: www.palm.be

A rich history

Rodenbach, Roeselare
Here, you will be welcomed in an environment where vibrant, industrial archaeology goes
hand-in-hand with modern design. During a two-hour visit, you'll find out what makes the
famous Rodenbach beers so special and unique. For example, you'll be introduced to the
unique production process for beers based on mixed fermentation. The monumental maltkiln and 294 oak casks ("foeders") in which the beer matures will definitely leave a lasting
impression. In the museum, you'll find out about the rich history of the Rodenbach family
and, after your visit, a refreshing glass of Rodenbach and Rodenbach Grand Cru will of course
be waiting for you. You can also enjoy lunch or dinner in the underground rooms used for
maturing the beer. For more info: www.rodenbach.be

Extra in the summer: "Roeselare-Rodenbach package"

When? In July and August, every Tuesday at 2:30 PM and every Thursday at 10 AM.
Price per person: € 10
More information: register individually or as a group via www.toerismeroeselare.be

Beer cycling routes

During this walking tour through the heart of historic Bruges, you will hear 25 interesting
stories involving beer at the same number of rather special beer and brewing locations.
You will go on a three-hour voyage of discovery exploring the rich history of beer in Bruges,
going back more than 1,000 years. The walking tours include the tasting of five specialist
beers that are closely linked to Bruges and the history of beer in Bruges. It's a unique and
very enjoyable way of discovering Bruges and its specialist beers. Duration of the walk: 3
hours. Starting point of the walk: Bruges Beer Museum (Tasting Room). Price per person:
€ 39 (including specialist beers and unique BeerWalk glass).
For more info: www.beerwalk.be

The "Knooppunter CORNET" route

There are lots of castles located in and around Steenhuffel. So it's only logical that, in
this historical environment, your route leads you to beautiful monuments such as Hof
te Melis, Graven Castle, and Bouchout Castle. And pay particular attention to Diepensteyn Castle, where at the end of the17th century the Count of Maldeghem stored his
beer in oak casks. So it's no surprise that this bit of history inspired the present generation of Steenhuffel brewers to create Cornet, a rich blonde beer with a hint of oak!

Hof te Melis

Diepensteyn Castle

Palm Hop Select Fields

Palm Brewery

PRACTICAL INFO

Km: 53.8 km / short route: 26.3 km
Starting point: Steenhuffel, St-Niklaasstraat 2 (Het Brouwershof). Leaving Het Brouwershof behind you, you cycle along to the right of the church in the direction of junction 61.
Parking: Steenhuffeldorp (dorpsplein, gratis).
Road: 1 kilometre free of cars 4 sections unsurfaced (approximately 6 km).
Level of difficulty: a bit hilly.
Points of Interest: Café 't Leireken - Diepensteyn Castle - Drie Torens Londerzeel Castle - Grote Molenbeek Valley - Hof te Melis Lippelo Castle - Fort van Liezele - Penneke
Dop Tisselt - Brielenbrug Tisselt - Graven Castle Humbeek - Abby of Grimbergen - Liermolen - 's Gravenmolen - Plantentuin Meise - Van Bouchout Castle - Amelgem mill - Van
Imde Castle - Village of Rossem - Steenhuffel Brewer's House - Brouwerij Palm

The "Knooppunter
PALM HOP SELECT" route

The central theme of this tour is the Palm hop field in Steenhuffel. You cycle via the
Leirekens route and pass by former stations that have been renovated to serve as attractive cafés for cyclists. This former railway line leads you through a region where
hop poles dominated the landscape for centuries. In Flanders, municipalities such as
Asse and Affligem were therefore the oldest and largest suppliers of hop, the most important ingredient for the production of beer. Starting in the 1980s, many of these hop
fields disappeared, but in Steenhuffel hop is very much alive and well!
PRACTICAL INFO

Km: 53.5 km / short route: 36.4 km
Start: Steenhuffel, St-Niklaasstraat 2 (Het Brouwershof).
Leaving Het Brouwershof behind you, you cycle to the left in the direction of junction 69.
Parking: Steenhuffeldorp (village square: free parking).
Road: 10 km free of cars; 6 sections unsurfaced (approximately 3 km).
Level of difficulty: a bit hilly.
Points of Interest: Diepensteyn Castle
- Buggenhout Forest - Forest Chapel - Hof
Stationneken Baardegem
ten Houte (fortress) - O.L.V. ter Noodtkerk
Merchtem (church) - De Passerel - Hof ter
Spelt (country estate) - St-Stefanuskerk
(church) and Mollem presbytery - Dorenweg
hop fields - Oud-Gasthuis Asse (guesthouse)
- hopduvel Asse - Putberg Castle - Affligem
Abby - Nedermolenstraat hop fields - St-
Walburga Meldert - Stationneken Baardegem - Leirekensroute - Palm Hop Select hop
fields - Café 't Leireken - Palm brewery

Taste our know-how wisely
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The "Knooppunter RODENBACH" route
The Rodenbach brewery, with its unique family history, is famous for s Rodenbach beer
made via mixed fermentation, also referred to as a "Flemish Red Brown". This is the only
place, in the heart of West Flanders, where it is produced. And this is exactly the region you
will be exploring. Not surprisingly, you will be heading in the direction of Moorslede and
Passendale, villages whose names are known from World War but also from cheeses such
as Passendale, Brugge Oud and.. Brugge Rodenbach.

EVENT CALENDAR
The rest of this year, there's absolutely no reason to be thirsty anymore. So
note down the dates of these fantastic events in your diary.
Quondam

Brugge Tripel Days

Globetrotters know that our beer is very much loved

PRACTICAL INFO

Km: 52 km / short route 26.6 km
Starting point: Roeselare, Spanjestraat 133 (Brouwerij Rodenbach).
Leaving the brewery behind you, you cycle to the right in the direction of junction 22.
Parking: Langebrugstraat or Trakelweg (free parking).
Road: 22 km free of cars; no unsurfaced roads.
Level of difficulty: flat and sometimes a bit hilly.
Points of Interest: Brouwerij Rodenbach - Monument Odiel Defraeye - Rumbeke Castle - Sterrebos (forest) - Bergmolenbos (forest) - Museum L - Stroroute - Vierkavenbos
(forest) - Kaasmakerij Passendale (cheese factory) - Milcobel Moorslede - Tyne Cot Cemetery Passendale - De Oude Kaasmakerij (The Old Cheese Maker) - Monument Guynemer
Poelkapelle - Vrijbosroute - Bistro Vijfwegen - Grote Bassin Roeselare - De Munt - Standbeeld Albrecht Rodenbach (statue) - Wielermuseum (Bicycle Museum)

and appreciated far beyond the Belgian border. Our
Palm beers are on tap at the following four cafés

QUONDAM, BERLAAR | 14 and 15 May
Immerse yourself in a two-day medieval spectacle of tournaments, popular games,
a bustling market, and a full-scale battle scene. In the lovely inns, you can enjoy a
refreshing Cornet to the fullest. www.quondam.be

GREAT BREWERIES MARATHON | 5 June

During this 25 km marathon, you run or walk from one brewery to the next. So
during your journey, you'll have ample opportunity to revive yourself with a
refreshing glass of beer from Brouwerij Palm and Brouwerij De Hoorn.
www.greatbreweriesmarathon.be

BEER LOVERS' WEEKEND, ANTWERP | 24, 25 and 26 June
Get a taste of more than 175 special beers at the Groenplaats in Antwerp. The
Mecca of Belgian beer! www.bierpassieweekend.be

BATJES, ROESELARE | 24 June

Statue A. Rodenbach

Rodenbach Brewery

This year marks the 31st time that this traditional feast, first held in 1932, will be
celebrated. Be there yourself and watch as a large cask (foeder) of Rodenbach is
placed at the Roeselaarse Market. Enjoy the deliciously refreshing Rodenbach that
will be served on that day in unique vintage pots.

PARKIES IN BELGIUM AND THE NETHERLANDS | July & August

Parkies is always a winner during the summer months. This year, for seven weeks,
you can once again visit a free music festival for the entire family at 18 different
locations. The kids can have fun with new friends while mum and dad enjoy the
music together with a chilled glass of beer. www.parkies.net

BRUGGE TRIPEL DAGEN, BRUGGE | 19, 20 and 21 July

During the weekend of 21 July, a big 3-day music festival will be held at the Grote
Markt in Bruges. It goes without saying that it's also the perfect occasion to also enjoy a
refreshing glass of Brugge Tripel.

'FIETSDODENTOCHT' BICYCLE TOUR | 7 August

The cycling buffs do 100 km, whereas families can take it easier with a more
modest 25 km. You'll come across a great many interesting sights along the way,
especially when cycling through Palm Breweries!
www.fietsdodentocht.be

'WANDELDODENTOCHT' WALKING TOUR | 12 August
This year, the 47th Wandeldodentocht walking tour will be organised. Fortunately,
there are several places along the route where you can quench your thirst with a
deliciously refreshing beer. The tour route actually goes right through the Palm
Breweries. www.dodentocht.be

PALM HOP SELECT HOP FESTIVAL, STEENHUFFEL | 28 August

During the Hop Festival, you are more than welcome to come and help pick hop cones
at the hop field of Brouwerij Palm. This hops are then used for brewing the Palm Hop
Select. But even if you don't participate in the hop-picking, the hop festival is great
fun for the whole family. The whole family can cycle and enjoy great food, as no fewer
than 10 food trucks will be present this year at the festival! And make sure you also
visit the brewing rooms of PALM and DE HOORN! www.palmhopselect.be

NORTH SEA BEER FESTIVAL, OSTEND | August 26, 27 and August 28
Tyne Cot Cemetery

Rumbeke Castle

Proud of our beer!

Welcome at the North Sea Beer Festival, Leopold Park in Ostend, the hot spot for beer
lovers and foodies. www.northseabeerfestival.com

BELGIAN BEER WEEKEND, BRUSSELS | 2, 3 and 4 September

As always, during the first weekend of September, you can pay a visit to the Belgian
Beer Weekend. The beautiful and historical Grand-Place in Brussels will be hosting
stands from a great many large as well as smaller breweries from all over Belgium.
A beer lover's paradise! www.belgianbrewers.be

outside of Belgium.

Vannes, Brittany, France

Les Valseuses

This attractive and cosy bistro is run
by Laurent Gautrais and Fabien Leluherne. You're welcome to come here
for some small talk, a delicious glass of
Palm beer, or a concert.
Laurent: "Fabien and I got to know each
other 15 years ago when we were both
barmen. After that, our ways separated:
Fabien started working for a beer company, and I held various jobs as a car salesman, travel agent, and estate agent. Five
years ago, we bumped into each other
again, and it quickly became apparent that
we both missed the time we spent in the
café and restaurant sector. So we started
looking for our own pub, and we found
this pub in Vannes, a great place with lots
of character. We named it Les Valseuses,
after the French film from 1974.”

"The bar, the walls, and the floor are all
made of oak. The important thing for us is
to ensure that our guests feel completely
comfortable here and can relax while enjoying some great beer. We chose Belgian
Palm beer because we really wanted to
make a statement. Palm is an original and
differs from other beers. Young people today are always looking for something original, so they automatically end up finding
us. We were introduced to Palm ourselves
by the French agent for Palm, Dominique Cazeaux. He talked about Palm with
so much knowledge and passion that we
had no choice but to taste it. After a few
trials, we were convinced: Palm is an authentic and delicious beer. Nowadays, we
serve clients from different generations,
and they all love Palm. We're convinced
that the beer played a crucial role in our
success."
Rue Porte Poterne, Vannes
www.facebook.com/barles.valseuses
+33 9 81 26 86 15

Amsterdam, the Netherlands

De Engelbewaarder
Saint Petersburg, Russia

PALM
Belgian Brasserie
In the historic heart of St Petersburg,
near the world-famous Hermitage Museum, you'll find this fashionable Palm
café. The atmosphere is quite Belgian,
including Belgian flags and various
symbols of the Palm brewery. Sergey
Zubkov is the owner.
Sergey: "During my study at the university,
I had a part-time job as barman. I immediately liked the work, in particular because,
as barman, you come into contact with so
many different people. I became manager
of a café, but after four years I wanted to
start my own business. I came up with the
idea of a Belgian pub because I really love
Belgian cooking and certainly also Belgian
beer. I contacted various breweries, and
Palm was the most interesting one for me.
It's a modern company and an easy one to
work with."

"Our clients are a mixed bunch, ranging
from youngsters to tourists and wealthy
businessman. Here, you can find people of
all ages, men as well as women. Our trump
card is the delicious food we serve and of
course the delicious Palm beer. No other
brewery has such a wide-ranging assortment. We serve all the beers, from a classic
Palm to a refined and subtle Boon or Rodenbach. Our clients are definitely open to
new tastes, especially because we combine
them with our dishes via beer pairing."
Bolshaya Konyushennaya ul. 29
Sint-Petersburg, Rusland
+7 812 571 81 51
www.facebook.com/palmbrasserie

The Engelbewaarder is the ultimate
brown café in Amsterdam. Tourists
who end up staying for longer periods
in Amsterdam also often become regulars at the Engelbewaarder. The owner,
Guus Vervloot, has been behind the tap
here since 1989.
Guus: "Everyone is welcome here, from
tourists to neighbours. As a matter of fact,
for 25 years now, several of our neighbours
have been coming for dinner here every
Tuesday evening. The reason why we serve
Palm beer is obvious: they're simply fantastic beers. Before that, we sold Dutch beer,
but that's not really the same. I also get
along quite well with Mister Jan, the owner of Palm. He doesn't act like some kind of
God but rather as a regular human being.
I really like his philosophy, and the people
at Palm are also fun to work with. If I need
something, I can always just call them. I
sometimes drive to the brewery myself, as
the unfiltered beers are not available in the
Netherlands. I'm a very loyal Palm customer and definitely not a brand hopper. And,
by the way, since we started serving Palm,
we've sold lots and lots of beer. That includes the regular Palm, of course, but also
the special beers. We just took delivery of
the newest Arthur’s Legacy, and that is a
really good stout. But to be perfectly honest, I have to admit that I don't often drink
myself. I generally stick to tea or water. As
owner of the café, I need to keep a clear
head. But now and then I do enjoy a beer,
simply for the taste."
Kloveniersburgwal 59
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
+31 20 62 53 772
www.cafe-de-engelbewaarder.nl

New York, United States
of America

Bxl
Homesick Belgians in New York They
do exist and they also know where they
can go to feel better. In the Bxl cafés,
besides a delicious glass of Belgian
beer, you can also enjoy typical Belgian
dishes such as mussels of course but
also hanger steak, stew, pasty, and even
bubble and squeak. The driving spirit
behind the project is the former Belgian actor Yves Michiels.
Yves: "I've been living in New York since
1997. I had decided, on the advice of my
teachers in Paris, to continue with my training as an actor here. But it quickly became
apparent that I was born to act in pubs
and cafés rather than in films. In 2004, I
opened my first business, Bxl Café on Times
Square. It was followed by Bxl East in 2008
and Bxl Zoute in 2012. I ended up serving
Palm beers in our cafés because, when I first
started, I had the opportunity to visit the
Palm brewery and become acquainted with
the charming and charismatic brewer Jan
Toye. He really communicated his passion
for the beers to me. Palm is a fantastic business partner for all the Bxl cafés. And their
beers are also the perfect expression of our
passion for quality and craftsmanship."
125 West 43rd Street, New York, USA
+1 212 768 0200
www.bxlrestaurants.com (here you can also
find the addresses of the other two cafés)

Colophon

View this route in detail at www.knooppunter.com. You can download
them for your GPS, follow them on your smart phone, or print out the
Knooppunter road book for your Knooppunter holder.
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2016: PALM is still as refreshing as ever!
Its rich history is ample proof that PALM has successfully gone against conventional, mainstream and easy wisdom with regard to beer. The unique, authentic and unconventional
character of PALM has also been evident in the bottles over the years. This spring, as a
tribute to the rich history and unique character of PALM, the brewery will be displaying
four different historic periods on the packaging: 50, 70, 90 and the regular from 2010. For
a limited timeframe, the bottles and both the 33cl and 50cl cans will be paying an exclusive
visual tribute to the past to allow PALM lovers to enjoy today’s authentic Spéciale Belge to
the full.
Taste our know-how wisely

GET TOGETHER TO ENJOY A CORNET.
CORNET. A strong, blonde, top-fermentation beer, with secondary fermentation in the bottle.
Experience the full, warm taste and unique vanilla undertone,
the result of oak shavings that are added during brewing.
Take the time you deserve to savour a CORNET with friends you cherish.

Beer brewed carefully, to be consumed with care.

